
RANGE HOOD
Model No:. PRO-BF15BS
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Lamp Replacements
Ask your dealer or visit our website to buy the latest version of LED

4
3

1.   Disengage the baffle filter or aluminum filter from the hood by pull the lever and slowly take the filter down. 

2.   Clean the filters with a warm detergent solution carefully without bending and then set to dry before putting it back.

3.   Reinstall the baffle filters.

Baffle filter and Aluminum filter are easy to cleanand are dishwasher safe.
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Range hood

Vertical round outlet adapter

D Baffle filters 3

B

C Stainless Steel Oil Tray

1.This hood can be manually operated with a front control panel

   with features such as 6-speed setting,lamp and delay shuto . 

C

Hand wave 
    Lock

Light Speed “+” Speed “-”

Adjust “-” of the speed

Delay Off/On

Off/On

Touch Off/on button, then touch speed button the hood will start   
operation.If you touch Off/on button again the hood will automatically
turn off after 60 seconds. By touch third time to stop operation.
immediately. 

(1)

Adjust “+” of the speed

When hood is operation,touch speed “+” to increase the fan speed   

(2)

When hood is operation,touch speed “-” to reduce the fan speed

(3)

(4) Light

This range hood offers LED Lamp By touching the light button.
to turn on/off the light, two level is available.. 

(5)

mode, Press speed “+” and speed “-”button to set the min, 
9 min is available to set. 

Delay

When the hood is operation touch”Delay" button to enter delay setting

Hand Wave Lock

When the hood off operation touch “Hand wave lock”
 button to start Hand wave mode 

(6)



16.   Reinstall the baffle filters or Aluminum filter

17.   Keep and store this manual

560mm(22")

176mm(6.9")

 

6 3Wx2

755mm(29.7'') 

800 430



Duct installation:
Vertically Discharge:
Attach round(6 in.)outlet adapter an 
securely fasten the adapter with two screws.

2.   Remove the baffle filters or Aluminum filter by pulling  
      the level out and slowly remove them from the range hood.
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